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Abstract

Previously, in a simple probability-matching experiment with two split-brain patients that involved having the participant predict which of
two events will happen on the next trial, we found that the left hemisphere tended to look for patterns and match the frequency of previous
occurrences but not the right hemisphere [Wolford, G., Miller, M. B., & Gazzaniga, M. S. (2000). The left hemisphere’s role in hypothesis
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ormation.Journal of Neuroscience, 20(RC64), 1–4]. In this study, we examined those findings in normal subjects using fMRI. Su
lternated between blocks of trials in which they predicted the location of a stimulus and those in which they detected the loc
timulus. Previous investigators using similar paradigms reported mostly right hemisphere activations, including activations in
orsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, the medial prefrontal cortex, and the right lateral parietal lobe. We also found m
emisphere activations, but we found that some of the activations in the dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal cortices were sensitive t
ifferences in the tendency to look for patterns in random sequences. Further, we found that, by controlling for the working memory c
f the predicting task, all brain activations in the normal brain associated with looking for patterns were related to the task demands
emory processes underlying probability matching and predicting.
2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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. Introduction

Over the last three decades, Gazzaniga and colleagues
ave demonstrated that the left hemisphere of the human
rain has a unique capacity and drive to interpret the world
round it (Gazzaniga, 2000). One instantiation of this ‘inter-
reter’ is the tendency to formulate hypotheses about a se-
uence of events. In a world in which the sequence of events

s often deterministic and causal, the human drive to formu-
ate hypotheses about the sequence of events has adaptive
alue. But many sequences of events are random (e.g., the
iming and location of raindrops on a sidewalk), and to base
decision on some hypothetical formulation of a random se-
uence can be nonoptimal. Recently, in a simple probability-
atching paradigm that involves having the participant guess

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 805 893 6190; fax: +1 805 893 4303.
E-mail address:miller@psych.ucsb.edu (M.B. Miller).

which of two events will happen on the next trial, we dem
strated the left hemisphere’s need to look for patterns
random sequence. Typically, humans’ “frequency mat
that is, they tend to predict the alternatives in the pro
tion to which they have been presented in the past. S
the two alternatives are ‘top’ and ‘bottom’ and top occ
on 70% of the trials, participants predict ‘top’ about 7
of the time. Frequency matching is curious because th
timal strategy is to maximize, that is, to always choose
most frequent alternative. Species other than humans c
tently maximize (Hinson & Staddon, 1983). We found tha
the left hemisphere of split-brain patients frequency matc
but that the right hemisphere maximizes (Wolford, Miller, &
Gazzaniga, 2000).

In this study, we examined this finding with normal s
jects using fMRI. Subjects alternated between block
which they predicted the occurrence of a stimulus (in 7
of the trials, the stimulus occurred at the top of the scr

028-3932/$ – see front matter © 2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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and blocks in which they detected the location of a pre-
sented stimulus. Interestingly, other investigators using simi-
lar paradigms to investigate the neural substrates of guessing
and predicting have reported activations predominantly in
the right hemisphere and not the left (Elliott & Dolan, 1998;
Elliott, Rees, & Dolan, 1999; Huettel, Mack, & McCarthy,
2002; Schubotz & von Cramon, 2002; Volz, Schubotz, & von
Cramon, 2003). For example,Elliott et al. (1999)found acti-
vations in normal subjects in the right dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex, bilateral inferior parietal lobe, right anterior cingu-
late, and right ventromedial orbitofrontal cortex associated
with guessing either the suit or the color of a playing card.

In this study, we observed brain activity associated with
looking for patterns in a probability-matching paradigm
compared to simply detecting the location of a stimulus. A
critical difference between our current “prediction” study
and the “guessing” studies conducted by others (Elliott et al.,
1999; Paulus et al., 2001) is that we set the probability of one
alternative to occur more frequently than the other alternative
(or alternatives). With equally probable stimuli, it is difficult
to detect strategic behavior on the part of the subjects. For
example, Elliott and colleagues determined that the subjects
were engaged in strategically looking for patterns based on
verbal queries of some of the subjects afterwards. However,
in a probability-matching paradigm, like the one we em-
ployed, strategic behavior can be observed in their choices.
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et al., 1998). Although other investigators have suggested that
working memory may be contributing to the activations as-
sociated with guessing or predicting (Elliott et al., 1999), no
neuroimaging study, that we know of, attempted to control
the working memory component of the contrasting task.

Previously, we have shown that a concurrent 3-back
working memory task will move subjects from a frequency-
matching strategy in a prediction task to a maximizing
strategy (Wolford, Newman, Miller, & Wig, 2004), suggest-
ing that working memory is a critical component of forming
a hypothesis and making a prediction. If brain activations
associated with predicting are due to the working memory
component of the task, then varying the working memory
load should significantly affect the activations. Since we are
depending on the contrast between predicting and detecting
in our task, we could take two different approaches to this
manipulation. One, we could directly vary the load of the
prediction task, but it is not clear to us how to accomplish
this. Or, two, we could vary the load of the contrasting detec-
tion task. So in this study, we compared subjects’ activations
when contrasting predicting to detecting stimuli that just
occurred to the same subjects’ activations when contrasting
predicting to detecting stimuli that occurred three trials
back. As we have shown before, a 3-back working memory
task is sufficiently difficult to interfere with frequency
matching, so its use as a contrasting task should cancel any
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his allows us to distinguish subjects who are using diffe
trategies. If brain activations are dependent on strate
hen the pattern of brain activity should be quite differ
or subjects who maximize versus those who search
atterns.

Based on our previous study with split-brain patients
redicted mostly left hemisphere activations associated
attern seeking. However, as mentioned above, other in
ators using a similar prediction task as ours found pred

nantly right hemisphere activations. For example, sub
n the Volz et al. (2003)study produced a similar patte
f activation as others while predicting events with vary
robabilities. Although the focus of their study was on

rontomedial activations associated with the predicting t
he preponderance of activations was again lateralized
ight hemisphere. These findings are at odds with our st
n split-brain patients. However, much of the activity in
ight hemisphere could be attributed to the working m
ry component of the prediction task. We postulate tha

ormulation of a hypothesis necessarily involves a work
emory component, though hypothesis formation also
ends on other processes beyond working memory. A
ngaging a working memory component, if subjects wer
licitly looking for a pattern in a sequence of events in o

o make a prediction, then they must keep track of the
ecent sequence of trials in order to formulate that hyp
sis. It is known thatn-back working memory tasks usi
patial locations as the stimuli produce mostly right he
phere activations very similar to the pattern of activat
eported in these prediction and guessing studies (D’Esposito
ctivation due to the working memory component of
rediction task.

We had three goals in this study: (1) to determine a pa
f activations in the normal brain that is associated with lo

ng for patterns and to determine whether these region
ensitive to individual differences in the tendency to look
atterns in random sequences; (2) to explicitly test the lat

ty of the pattern of activations given that our previous st
ith split-brain patients indicated a left hemisphere pro
hile previous neuroimaging studies indicated a right he
phere process; (3) to determine the extent to which
ctivations in the normal brain associated with looking
atterns can be attributed to the task demands of a wo
emory component.

. Methods

.1. Subjects

Twenty-two right-handed subjects (10 males), aged
ween 18 and 44 years, volunteered for the experiment.
ects were paid US$ 20 per session. Subjects were med
creened prior to scanning, and any subject with a neuro
al history or pregnancy at the time of scanning was exclu
ll functional magnetic resonance imaging was conduct

he Dartmouth Brain Imaging Center. The use of human
icipants and fMRI procedures followed a protocol appro
y The Committee for the Protection of Human Particip
t Dartmouth College.
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Table 1
Individual subject performance on the prediction task

Subject Scan 1 Scan 2 Behavior % “top”

01 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 64
02 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 56
03 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 79
04 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 71
05 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 77
06 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 66
07 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back Max 97
08 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 67
09 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 67

10 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back FM 66
12 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back FM 64
14 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back FM 66
16 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back Max 93
18 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back Max 92
20 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back FM 79
22 Predict vs. Detect 1-back Predict vs. Detect 3-back FM 82

11 Predict vs. Detect 3-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 74
13 Predict vs. Detect 3-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 67
15 Predict vs. Detect 3-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 62
17 Predict vs. Detect 3-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 70
19 Predict vs. Detect 3-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back Max 95
21 Predict vs. Detect 3-back Predict vs. Detect 1-back FM 66

FM: frequency matcher; Max: maximizer; % “top”: the overall proportion that the most frequent stimulus was chosen across all 10 blocks of the prediction
task.

2.2. Behavioral paradigm

The scanning session included two functional imaging
scans. Each scan included either alternating blocks of a pre-
dict condition and a detect 1-back condition or alternating
blocks of a predict condition and a detect 3-back condition.
As shown inTable 1, subjects were divided into three groups.
The groups varied according to whether and when they par-
ticipated in the scan with the detect 3-back condition.

The scan which included detect 1-back trials consisted of
10 alternating blocks of trials, 5 blocks of prediction trials
and 5 blocks of detection trials. A prediction block of 40 tri-
als was indicated when the word PREDICT was presented at
the center of the computer screen for 2 s. This cue was fol-
lowed by 40 trials. Each trial began with the word “predict?”
displayed at the center of the screen for 1250 ms. During this
time, subjects were instructed to indicate with a button press
whether they thought a stimulus would appear at the top or
the bottom of the computer screen. This was immediately fol-
lowed by either a red square that would appear at the top of the
screen or a green circle that would appear at the bottom of the
screen for 250 ms. The stimuli were randomly presented, but
for 70% of the prediction trials the stimulus appeared at the
top location and for 30% of the trials the stimulus appeared at
the bottom location. After the appearance of the stimulus, a
crosshair was presented for 500 ms at the center of the screen.
A ord
D 2 s.
R ght a

stimulus would appear, the subjects in the detect trials sim-
ply indicated whether the previous occurrence of a stimulus
had appeared in the top or bottom location. Specifically, a red
square would appear at the top of the screen or a green circle
would appear at the bottom of the screen (probability was set
at 50% for either location) for 250 ms. This was immediately
followed by the word “where?” presented at the center of the
screen for 1250 ms. The subject then indicated with a button
press whether the preceding stimulus appeared at the top or
bottom location. The trial ended with a crosshair at the cen-
ter of the screen for 500 ms. A 50% probability was used in
the detection blocks instead of the 70% that was used in the
prediction blocks because we found in pilot studies that if we
matched the probability setting of the prediction blocks that
subjects had a tendency to keep looking for patterns during
the detection blocks as well. We believe that this method was
worth using, despite the possible confound of using different
probability levels.

The scan with the detect 3-back condition included a mod-
ification of the detection trials. Instead of detecting what stim-
ulus had just occurred, the subjects were instructed to detect
what stimulus had occurred three trials back. This required
the subjects to always keep track of the last three trials during
the detection blocks. As shown inTable 1, seven of the sub-
jects participated in the scan with the 1-back detection blocks
first, while six of the subjects participated in the scan with
t ces
o -back
c

detection block of 40 trials was indicated when the w
ETECT was displayed at the beginning of the block for
ather than subjects predicting what location they thou
he 3-back detection blocks first. No activation differen
ccurred due to the order of the scans with the detect 3
ondition.
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2.3. MRI imaging parameters

Scans were collected at the Dartmouth Brain Imaging
Center using a 1.5 T GE SIGNA Echospeed MRI scan-
ner (General Electric, Milwaukee, WI) equipped with high-
performance gradients (revision LX 8.3, maximum amplitude
4.0 mT/m, slew rate 150 mT/(m s)). During each session a 27-
slice, T1-weighted structural image was acquired for each
subject in the same slice prescription as the functional scans
(TR = 650 ms, TE = 6.6 ms, fast spin-echo pulse sequence,
with an in-plane resolution of 192 pixel× 192 pixel in a FOV
of 24 cm, producing voxels of 1.25 mm× 1.25 mm× 5 mm)
and a high resolution, T1-weighted structural image was ac-
quired as well using a 3-D SPGR pulse sequence (TR = 25 ms,
TE = 6 ms, RF flip angle = 250◦, bandwidth = 15.6 kHz, voxel
size = .9375 mm× 1.25 mm× 1.2 mm). Each session also in-
cluded two functional scans acquired with gradient-recalled
echoplanar imaging (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 35 ms, RF flip an-
gle = 90◦, gradient-echo pulse sequence, 27 contiguous ax-
ial slices at 5 mm thick, and an in-plane resolution of
64 pixel× 64 pixel in an FOV of 24 cm, producing voxels of
3.75 mm× 3.75 mm× 5 mm) (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et
al., 1992). Foam padding was used for head stabilization.

2.4. fMRI data analysis
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threshold for significance ofp< .05 (corrected for multiple
comparisons) and a minimum voxel extent of 10. The sub-
sequent group analyses of 10 subjects used a more liberal
threshold ofp< .01 (uncorrected for multiple comparisons)
because of the implications of a null effect on our hypothesis.

A region of interest analysis was performed at
3 mm× 3 mm× 3 mm voxel cubes around the local maxima
of the key regions of interest. This analysis entailed com-
puting the percent signal change between predict and detect
epochs on a subject-by-subject basis. These ROIs were then
used for further statistical analysis of individual differences
and laterality.

3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

Subjects who look for patterns in the sequence of trials
in which the stimulus appears at the top will match the fre-
quency of the occurrence of the “top” stimulus in their pre-
dictions (Wolford et al., 2000). We consider behavior max-
imizing when the subject chooses the most frequent stimu-
lus in a proportion that is at least three standard deviations
above frequency matching, which in this case would be above
.84. Out of the 22 subjects tested, 18 of the subjects’ fre-
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Data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Map
SPM99b; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurolo
ondon, UK) (Friston et al., 1995). Motion correction to

he first functional scan was performed within each pa
pant using a six-parameter rigidbody transformation.
7-slice structural image was then co-registered to the
esolution structural image, and the resulting transforma
arameters were applied to the mean of the motion-corr

mages and all motion-corrected functional images. U
utual information co-registration, the functional ima
ere then directly co-registered to the high-resolu
tructural image. Spatial normalization to the Mont
eurological Institute template (Talairach & Tourno
988) was performed by applying a 12-parameter a

ransformation followed by a nonlinear warping using b
unctions (Ashburner & Friston, 1999). All transformations
ere computed sequentially with one re-slice operatio

he end, and the functional images were written with 3 m×
mm× 3 mm voxels. The spatially normalized scans w
moothed with an 8-mm isotropic Gaussian kerne
ccommodate anatomical differences across particip
hese smoothed and normalized images were then us
tatistical analysis.

For each subject, and for each voxel, simplet-contrasts
ere based on a general linear model that included co
tes for each of the conditions within each functional
nd a linear regressor to account for signal drift. A rand
ffects model was then used to make statistical inferenc
group analysis (Friston et al., 1999). The initial group a
ses of 18 subjects were based on one-samplet-tests with a
uency matched across the 10 blocks of trials (seeTable 1
ndFig. 1C), i.e., they chose the “top” stimulus on appro
ately 70% of the trials (within 14%). None of these subj
aximized their predictions by the last block of trials. F

ubjects maximized their predictions, i.e., after the first
locks they chose only the most frequent stimulus. Thi
ourse, was the most optimal decision. Interestingly, on
he maximizing subjects indicated to the experimenter
e knew he would get the most accurate responses if h
hose the “top” stimulus on all the trials. All subjects w
00% correct on the 1-back detection trials, while the 13

ects that participated in the 3-back detection trials aver
3% correct across those trials.

.2. fMRI results: activations associated with looking
or patterns

Group analysis included all 18 subjects that freque
atched (seeTable 1). Fig. 1A andTable 2display region

hat were significantly more active during the predict blo
han during the detect blocks across the group of sub
hese activations included wide regions of the prefrontal

ex and the parietal lobe. Surprisingly, the most signifi
ctivations occurred in the right hemisphere. The prefro
egions included the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (mi
rontal gyrus (Brodmann areas (BA) 9 and 6), the ven
ateral prefrontal cortex (inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47)), t
nterior prefrontal cortex (superior frontal gyrus (BA 1
nd the medial prefrontal cortex (medial frontal gyrus (
and 9)). There was also a significant activation in the
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Fig. 1. (A) Axial slices (z= 36 and 3) and the glass brain from a group analysis (random effects;p< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons and a voxel extent of 10) of 18 subjects
with detect condition. (B) Same slice locations for two representative subjects (p< .05 corrected for multiple comparisons and a voxel extent of 10) for the same comparison.
the predict trials, while Subject #07 maximized. (C) Behavioral results from the prediction task of the 22 subjects. Eighteen subjects frequency matched (i.e., they matched the pr
stimulus), while four subjects maximized (i.e., always chose the most frequent stimulus). (D) The significant correlation between the mean percent signal change for the Predict v
middle frontal gyrus and the right angular gyrus and the deviation from frequency matching. The open symbols indicate the data points from the four maximizers.
1
6
0
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contrasting the predict condition
Subject #06 frequency matched on
obability of the most frequent
s. Detect contrast in the right
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Table 2
Regions based on peak activations of increased activity

Brain region BA x y z z-Score Extent

Predict vs. Detect 1-back (n= 18;p< .05 corrected)
R. angular gyrus 39 33 −56 36 5.50 264
R. inferior frontal gyrus 47 45 20 2 5.84 231
R. medial frontal gyrus 6 12 31 34 5.78 174
R. superior frontal gyrus 10 27 53 14 5.85 105
R. middle frontal gyrus 9 42 13 32 4.93 54
R. middle frontal gyrus 6 36 5 47 5.01 20
L. superior frontal gyrus 10 −30 50 14 5.17 16
L. inferior frontal gyrus 40 −45 −39 38 4.76 14
R. precuneus 7 15 −65 39 4.81 12

Predict vs. Detect 3-back (n= 10;p< .001 uncorrected)
L. posterior cingulate 30 −6 −58 6 3.44 84
L. precentral gyrus 4 −30 −24 54 3.50 68
R. lingual gyrus 19 9 −52 0 3.32 26
R. middle occipital gyrus 19 21 −87 10 3.41 18
L. superior temporal gyrus 13 −39 −23 7 2.93 10

BA: Brodmann area;x, y, andzare in Talairach coordinates; extent is in number of voxels.

angular gyrus (BA 39) that extended into the right inferior
parietal lobule (BA 40). There was one small activation in
the left superior frontal gyrus (BA 10) and in the left inferior
parietal lobule (BA 40).

3.3. fMRI results: individual differences

There were observable differences in the pattern of acti-
vations between subjects that frequency matched and sub-
jects that maximized. For example, Subject #06 (as shown
in Fig. 1B) was a frequency matcher and produced a very
similar pattern of activations as seen in the group analy-
sis, while Subject #07 was a maximizer (the subject noted
in the behavioral results) and produced none of the typi-
cal activations except a very discrete activation in the right
anterior prefrontal cortex. However, there were not enough
maximizing subjects (4) in our sample to produce meaning-
ful group activation maps, and some maximizing subjects
could still, conceivably, be looking for patterns and, there-
fore, produce similar patterns of activations as frequency
matchers.

Nevertheless, we conducted a correlation between the
percent signal change in key brain regions and the degree
to which subjects deviated from frequency matching (see
Table 1). Percent signal change between predict and detect
conditions was collected for all 22 subjects in the first five
b a
m ing,
t ctual
p fre-
q the
l that
t an-
g , the
m wer
t

correlation between the mean percent signal change averaged
across these two brain regions and the deviation from fre-
quency matching (r2 = .184,F(1, 21) = 4.50,p< .047). Three
regions (the right inferior frontal gyrus, the right superior
frontal gyrus, and the medial frontal gyrus) did not show a
correlation between percent signal change and deviation from
frequency matching. Clearly, these regions are more active
during predict conditions than during detect conditions, but
their activity is not modulated by individual differences in
that deviation.

3.4. fMRI results: laterality

The group analysis of the 18 subjects that frequency
matched indicate pattern of activations that were much
stronger in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere,
despite our hypothesis based on split-brain studies. We di-
rectly tested the laterality within the 18 subjects by compar-
ing the mean percent signal change in four lateral regions
of the right hemisphere to four homologous regions in the
left hemisphere using a repeated measure ANOVA. The four
ROIs in the right hemisphere were the same regions selected
for the individual differences analysis. The percent signal
change in the right hemisphere was significantly larger than
the left hemisphere (F(1, 17) = 29.887,p< .001).

3
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v ct 3-
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rain regions listed inTable 2. This was correlated with
easure of the subjects’ deviation for frequency match

he absolute value of the ratio between the subject’s a
roportion of “top” responses to the exact proportion of
uency matching (.70). Clearly, maximizers will have

argest deviations from frequency matching. We found
wo regions (the right middle frontal gyrus and the right
ular gyrus) showed strong negative correlations, that is
ore a subject deviated from frequency matching the lo

he percent signal change in these regions.Fig. 1D shows the
.5. fMRI results: manipulating working memory load

Out of the 13 subjects from the two groups that inclu
scan with the detect 3-back condition, 10 of the sub

requency matched during the predict blocks. Therefor
hese 10 subjects, we can compare within subjects the p
f activations when comparing predict versus detect co

ions to the pattern of activations when comparing pre
ersus detect 3-back conditions. The selection of a dete
ack condition was not meant to be an equivalent task t
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Fig. 2. (A) Axial slices (z= 36 and 3) and the glass brain from a group analysis (random effects;p< .001 uncorrected and a voxel extent of 10) of 10 subjects contrasting the pre
compared to the same slice locations in the same group of subjects contrasting the predict condition with detect 3-back condition. (B) Axial slices (z= 36 and 3) and the glass brain
effects;p< .001 uncorrected and a voxel extent of 10) of 10 subjects contrasting the detect 3-back condition with detect condition compared to the same slice locations in the same
the detect condition with detect 3-back condition.
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dict condition with detect condition
from a group analysis (random
group of subjects contrasting
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predict condition, but a sufficiently difficult task that should
attenuate any signal of a contrasting task that depends on
working memory processes.

Fig. 2A reveals the group analysis that was conducted on
the 10 subjects that frequency matched. For the Predict ver-
sus Detect contrast, the pattern of activations are very similar
to the earlier group analysis depicted inFig. 1A, which was
to be expected considering these 10 subjects are a subset of
that group analysis. The pattern of activations is more ex-
tensive, though, given the lower statistical threshold (p< .01,
uncorrected). Significant regions include the right and left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (middle frontal gyrus (BA 9,
6, and 46)), the right and left ventrolateral prefrontal cor-
tex (inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47)), the right and left anterior
prefrontal cortex (superior frontal gyrus (BA 10)), the medial
prefrontal cortex (BA 6), and the right and left parietal cortex
(from the angular gyrus to the inferior parietal lobule (BA 39
and 40)). Again, the activations in the right hemisphere were
stronger and more extensive than the activations in the left
hemisphere.

During the Predict versus Detect 3-back contrast (Fig. 2A),
all of the activations listed above were completely attenuated.
None of the regions from the Predict versus Detect contrast
showed up in the Predict versus Detect 3-back contrast, even
at the more liberal threshold. This was further confirmed by
masking the Predict versus Detect 3-back contrast with the
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Our results clearly indicate that the patterns of activation
attributed to predicting and looking for a pattern can be ac-
counted for by the working memory component of the task.

4. Discussion

A common error in decision-making is to put forward a
causal relationship when the evidence is inadequate or indi-
cates a random relationship (Gilovich, Vallone, & Tversky,
1985; Kahneman & Tversky, 1973). We demonstrated this
tendency by showing that most subjects frequency matched
in a simple probability-matching paradigm. Previously, we
have shown in split-brain studies that the left hemisphere
tends to frequency match while the right hemisphere tends to
maximize. We had three goals in this study. One goal was to
determine the pattern of activations in the normal brain as-
sociated with looking for patterns and to determine whether
these brain regions are sensitive to individual differences in
frequency matching. The second goal was to test the laterality
of these activations given the discrepancy between our split-
brain studies and previous neuroimaging studies of predicting
and guessing. The third goal was to determine the extent to
which the pattern of activations attributed to predicting and
looking for patterns could be accounted for by the working
memory component of the task.
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redict versus Detect contrast, and, again, no regions
ignificantly active. As shown inFig. 2A andTable 2, there
ere some regions, though, that were significantly active

ng the Predict versus Detect 3-back contrast that wer
ignificantly active during the Predict versus Detect cont
ne region, the precentral gyrus (BA 4), could be attrib

o basic motor differences between predict and detect c
ions, although it did not show up in the Predict versus De
ontrast. The other regions, the posterior cingulate (BA
he lingual gyrus (BA 19), and the left superior temporal gy
BA 13), could all be accounted for by resting state acti
Raichle et al., 2001). Distinct brain regions have been iden
ed as more active during conditions of rest or less cogn
oad than contrasting task conditions. If the detect 3-b
ondition was more difficult than the predict condition, t
e would have expected some of these regions to be
ctive when making the Predict versus Detect 3-back

rast. Indeed, when we made the opposite comparison
revious contrast, Detect versus Predict, we found that
ame regions were more active. Excluding regions tha
e accounted for by motor activity or resting state activity
egion was more active for the Predict versus Detect 3-
ontrast.

Given that we had detect 3-back conditions and simpl
ect conditions within the same subjects, we conducted
lar contrasts as with the predict conditions to see whe
e would see similar patterns of activations. Indeed,

ound similar activations, though less extensive, when c
aring the detect 3-back condition to the detect condition
ig. 2B).
Looking for patterns and predicting the occurrence
timulus compared to simply detecting the occurrence
timulus produced a distinct pattern of activations that w
ostly in the right hemisphere, including the right dor

ateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, the right infe
nd superior parietal lobule, and the right medial prefro
ortex. This pattern of activation was quite consistent f
ubject to subject, which is an important consideration
igher order cognitive tasks (Miller et al., 2002). And, the pat

erns of activations that we report here are consistent wit
ites of activations reported by others using similar “pred
ng” or “guessing” paradigms (Elliott & Dolan, 1998; Elliott
t al., 1999; Huettel et al., 2002; Paulus et al., 2001; Schubotz
von Cramon, 2002; Volz et al., 2003).
Subjects consistently noted after the experiment that

ere searching for a pattern in the sequence of location
pite its randomness. But there were also some notab
eptions in our sample to frequency matching. For exam
ne subject maximized and he had none of the activa
oted above. He showed relatively little difference in b
ctivity between predicting and detecting the stimuli (ex

or a strong activation in the right anterior prefrontal cort
e commented after the experiment that he realized ear

hat all he had to do was choose the most frequent stim
n all the trials to get the most correct responses. There
e had no need to search for patterns, and his pattern of
ctivity may have reflected that behavior. Indeed, we fo

hat activations in the right dorsolateral prefrontal and p
tal cortices were significantly correlated with the degre
hich subjects deviated from frequency matching (Fig. 1D).
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Interestingly, fMRI studies of working memory have shown
similar correlations between activations in these same regions
and subject performance on working memory tasks (Rypma,
Berger, & D’Espostio, 2002).

Our second goal was to assess the laterality of these acti-
vations given that our previous studies showed that frequency
matching was a left hemisphere process based on split-brain
studies. Yet, our results, which corroborate previous neu-
roimaging studies, clearly indicate mostly right hemisphere
activity in the normal brain. How can these results with nor-
mal subjects in fMRI be reconciled with the results from split-
brain patients and patients with unilateral prefrontal cortex
damage? One possibility is that functioning in our relatively
small number of patients is fundamentally different than func-
tioning in normal subjects. In other words, if we had enough
split-brain patients, we may find that more of them show
frequency matching in the right hemisphere. Another possi-
bility, is that the activations that we are seeing in the right
hemisphere of normal brains is not due to predicting or look-
ing for patterns per se, but to some other component process,
such as working memory. This will be addressed in more
detail further on.

If the activations in the right hemisphere of the normal
brain are due to working memory processes, then it still
leaves unresolved why we observe frequency matching only
in the left hemisphere of split-brain patients? The split-brain
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cortex mediates working memory associated with guessing.
It is possible that we did not see this area active in our study
because of the signal loss we observed in that general region
due to sinus cavities. However, we did get good signal
intensities in the location reported by Elliott et al. (Talairach
coordinates:x= 15, y= 27, z= −12); the signal loss we
observed occurred more medial and ventral to this area.

Is searching for a pattern predominantly a left hemisphere
process? Our results of brain activity from normal subjects
certainly do not provide further evidence for this claim. The
notion that the interpreter is strictly a left hemisphere process
based on split-brain studies is questionable given the lack of
evidence from neuroimaging studies. Furthermore, more re-
cent split-brain studies indicate that performance on a prob-
ability matching paradigm using faces instead of locations
leads to frequency matching in the right hemisphere and not
the left (Miller & Valsangkar-Smyth, in press), suggesting
that the “interpreter” could be operating in both hemispheres
depending on the type of stimuli. Yet, the opposite claim, that
“predicting” and “guessing” are predominantly right hemi-
sphere processes based on the neuroimaging studies, is also
questionable based on our results that those activations can be
completely attenuated by controlling for the working memory
load. Future research will need to be conducted to determine
whether activity can be linked specifically to the “interpreter”
when working memory is accounted for.
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est a hierarchical prefrontal organization. Both hemisph
re capable of working memory functions, but in the

act brain spatial working memory preferentially engage
ight hemisphere. However, the “interpreter” may reside
lusively in the left hemisphere. Therefore, in a disconne
rain, searching for patterns that involve working mem
ay only be realized in the hemisphere in which the “in
reter” resides. A similar dynamic between split-brain
euroimaging results exists concerning episodic memor
oding (Wig, Miller, Kingstone, & Kelley, 2004).

Even if the right hemisphere activations can be satisfa
ily attributed to the working memory component of the ta
hy are there no activations that can be attributed to pre

ng? One possible explanation is that the “interpreter”,
roposed mechanism responsible for hypothesis form
nd looking for patterns, is always turned on. A sim
xplanation has been used to explain why the hippoca
arely shows differences in activation between mem
onditions and non-memory conditions (Schacter & Wagne
999). Another possible explanation is that the interpr

s being shut off and on, but that our scanning proce
as not sensitive enough to detect the change. Indeed
f the regions attributed to guessing and predicting in o
tudies is the ventromedial orbitofrontal cortex (Breiter,
haron, Kahneman, & Dale, 2001; Critchley, Mathias, &
olan, 2001; Elliott et al., 1999; O’Doherty, Kringelbach
olls, Hornak, & Andrews, 2001; Rogers et al., 1999). For
xample,Elliott et al. (1999)suggested that ventromedial
itofrontal cortex mediates guessing while lateral prefro
A clear result from this fMRI study is that right hem
phere activations associated with predicting are the r
f working memory processes in the service of the pre

ng task, rather than the result of necessarily searchin
atterns. In order to find a pattern in a sequence of t

t is necessary to keep track of the sequence and to
inually update those locations in working memory. I
nown that tasks involving spatial working memory activ
egions of the lateral prefrontal cortex, medial prefrontal
ex, and lateral partial cortex (Courtney, Ungerleider, Keil, &
axby, 1997; Gruber, Kleinschmidt, Binkofski, Steinmetz,
on Cramon, 2000; Leung, Gore, & Goldman-Rakic, 200;
wen, Doyon, Petrides, & Evans, 1996; Petrides, Alivisatos
vans, & Meyer, 1993), similar to the regions that we show
re associated with the predicting task. Indeed,Elliott et
l. (1999)suggested that the pattern of activations (pa
larly those on the lateral surface) that they observed in
uessing task may be due to working memory proce
et, none of the predicting and guessing neuroimaging

es cited so far have attempted to directly control for w
ng memory. In all of the previous studies, the contras
ask to predicting or guessing the occurrence of a st
us was to detect or respond to what had just occurred
s, the contrasting task had no working memory compo
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In the current study, we included a condition in wh
he subjects had to detect the occurrence of a stimulus
hree trials back. Previous studies have shown that inc
ng the level of difficulty onn-back tasks (even in du
ask paradigms) will lead to incremental increases in BO
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activations in the prefrontal cortex (Jaeggi et al., 2003).
Previously, we have shown that a concurrent 3-back working
memory task will move subjects from a frequency-matching
strategy in a prediction task to a maximizing strategy
(Wolford et al., 2004). In this study, we used a 3-back task as a
contrasting condition, assuming that it was a difficult enough
working memory load to attenuate any signal attributed to the
contrasting prediction task that could actually be attributed to
working memory. Indeed, what we found was that the right
hemisphere activations that were evident when contrasting
predicting to detecting-1-back trials were no longer evident
in the same subjects when contrasting predicting to detecting-
3-back trials, confirming that the original activations were
due to the working memory component of the predicting
task.

One region thought to be involved in “predicting” and
“guessing” but distinct from working memory is the me-
dial prefrontal cortex (Elliott et al., 1999; Volz et al., 2003).
As noted earlier, the activation we report in the medial pre-
frontal cortex (BA 6) is more dorsal than the ventrome-
dial orbitofrontal cortex reported byElliott et al. (1999),
but just slightly more ventral to the region (BA 8) reported
by Volz et al. (2003). Volz et al. conducted a neuroimag-
ing study with a prediction task in which the probability
of the stimulus events varied across blocks of trials. They
conducted a parametric analysis and found that activation
o ing
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